A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO

USING HAPPY EMOJIS

Smiley face
USE WHEN YOU SHARE A HAPPY MOMENT OR FEELING
This face is the simplest form of smiling emojis that signal happiness, positivity, or contentment.

Smiling face with cold sweat
USE WHEN YOU ARE NERVOUS BUT EXCITED FOR SOMETHING
This emoji displays a positive smile but the droplet of water expresses nerves, stress, or discomfort. Because of the combined characteristics, send this emoji after a close call or other nerve-racking event.

Face with tears of joy
USE AFTER A JOKE OR WHEN YOU LAUGH
This emoji is used to express humor or laughter. The expressive eyes and smile indicate that this tear-filled emoji does not show sadness.

Relieved face
USE WHEN YOU FEEL RELIEVED OR SOMETHING GOOD HAS HAPPENED
This emoji has closed peaceful eyes with a relaxed smile. It can portray contentment, happiness, or relief.

Heart eyes emoji
USE WHEN YOU LOVE SOMEONE OR SOMETHING
This emoji indicates love because of the heart-shaped eyes and excitement with its wide smile. Use this emoji for your family, pets, or favorite things.